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Letter from the Editor,
In the suburbs of Los Angeles there is a
valley where 4 million people live that does not
receive much attention. I am not talking about the
San Fernando Valley where the rich play and the
valley girl was invented. No, I am talking about a
magical kingdom called the Inland Empire, the 909
area code that is considered the ghetto of the LA
suburbs (except Claremont). This is where Disney
Land almost was, where Gone with the Wind
originally premiered, and where grape vines used to
grow but have withered away in the desert dirt.
Almost every city in the IE has a downtown,
the supposed oldest section of the city where culture
explodes in art, community, and language. Here is
where I learned from my artist mother that
imagination is the best thing you can have, and from
my frugal dad how to save a buck or two buying
store brand.
This fall issue brings together artist of the
Inland Empire to share their stories of home. They
express their love for this desert valley that lies in
the suburbs of Los Angeles. The valley where the
true angels live.
Thank you to all the contributors who
helped bring this experiment to life, and my best
friend Elisa Lugo who designed the beautiful cover!
Please enjoy,
-Francesca Terzano
Editor
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Stephanie Barbé Hammer

Stephanie Barbé Hammer arrived in
Riverside, California in 1981, and somehow has
never quite entirely left. She taught at UC Riverside
for 30 years, got to know the Metrolink Station
stops really well, did some intense eavesdropping
on the public buses, and saw the university expand
from 7,000 to 23,000 people. She experienced
downtown Riverside in the very early 80's when it
was mostly shut down and boarded up, then
watched it slide downhill, shift sideways, climb
uphill and -- now -- go triumphantly green. She
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started writing creatively again in Riverside, sitting
on one of those rare, coveted metrolink track
benches, and her first fiction attempts were about
the UCR parking lot that used to be an orange grove
and the botanical garden. She lives in Washington
State now. When she thinks about SoCal she thinks
about all those funky interesting places that
Hollywood doesn't touch -- Studio City, the dusty
part of the OC (Anaheim Hills and Yorba Linda),
and the weird vitality of the IE.
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“What do Wear in the IE”
If you want to stay warm.
Layer a hoodie over a sweater over a t-shirt over a
tank top. Jeans but not jeggings because those were
certainly a mistake weren’t they? And chinos
weren’t such a great idea either, to be honest.
If you want to stay cool.
Layer an oxford shirt over a yoga top, and be
prepared to roll the sleeves up. A short skirt. A long
skirt. Both good.
If you want to stay cool and look sporty but not
slutty.
Don’t wear shorts unless they are retro Bermuda
type shorts and then you wear beaten up sneakers
not sandals. No flip flops unless they are bejeweled
and the over the top nature of the flip flops flips
(ha!) the look over from slutty to somehow very
glamorous, unless your top is wrong, in which case
the whole deal is off.
A dress is always good. Any shoes will do.
If you want to look professional, good luck.
If you want to look somber, wear black and wear
boots, but not uggs.
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If you want to ride the public bus, don’t look too
good, but don’t look too bad either.
If you want to talk to someone at the metrolink open
your umbrella, especially if it isn’t raining.
Don’t wear a raincoat. It’s just not done here.
Rubber boots? Please. You’re not in kindergarten,
even though remember that one year it rained so
hard that the water was up to your ankles and your
jeans were continually soaked.
(Still, no raincoat. Still no rubber boots).
Don’t wear a winter coat. You have to pretend it’s
summer.
White bag. Yes.
White shoes. Yes.
Red shoes. Sure. I mean why not?
No fur coats. Unless they are fake fur, and then
absolutely. That might get some attention on the
public bus. But then the excitement of the faux fur
could be thrilling. The bus driver might put on his
white sunglasses and take the bus and all the
passengers into the mountains or over to Rubidoux
to for huevos rancheros and to play with those
pretend dinosaurs stuck on the hillside where
there’s a cactus farm. An adventure could happen.
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Or not.
But faux fur in the IE that might make it snow.
It definitely might.
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Kendall Johnson

“I grew up in this area before the “Inland Empire”
brand was conceived. I grew up working the groves
(some of your older readers may have heard of
“smudging”) and other agricultural jobs like poultry
ranches, feed & fuel stores while trying to pass as a
“town kid.” Drove trucks on the ranch and bought
my first car at 13 years old (’47 Dodge). Taught,
wrote, consulted. Watched Claremont grow from a
college town to a bedroom community and now to
an extension of L.A. I’ve traveled a fair bit, but—
for better or worse—my roots are still here, as am I.
I write and make art in my home/studio in Upland
and am the gallery director at Gallery 57
Underground, Pomona.”
(Editor’s note: Please turn zine to enjoy Kendall’s art)
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“Claremont, Near the End”
That night we made love nice in that old grove house;
an unexpected climax to a dreary evening of
recrimination and pull, self-protection and anguish,
pain and faint rumor of despair. How difficult the
struggle. Stubborn faith that relationship has the
power to transform, drawing forward each into their
separate possibilities? Or simply failure of nerve in
the face of grinding isolation? And was it future at
stake, or past?
The groves are gone now, the house standing as
reminder. And this culmination an act of expedience?
Capitulation? Or—perhaps—bodies expressing truth
behind indeterminate reflection.
Leaves fall past window
damp dew releasing earth smell.
Pale moon rising white.
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Welcoming Dark
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“Pacific State Hospital”
Amidst formaldehyde bouquet and fetching
institutional green tile reflected nicely in stainless
steel mirror, the pathologists bent to their cold
work. She was almost perfect, though a victim of
unfavorable genetics, a young gargoyle who had
gone ahead the night before.
I had fed her for two months previously with nose
tubes a blended gray something. We had attained a
strange intimacy only such moments provide, she
being all she was—bathed in dignity despite total
dependency. And I was left working with just that.
And now she lay cold and lifeless. In the presence
of death I re-treated to a parade rest, a postural
leftover product of my previous position which had
taught me not to embrace death but rather to dance
about it with bravado and distain. I could not
maintain her grace under such circumstance.
Not fully joined, her skull plates had allowed brain
tissue to extrude under her sweet, transparent
forehead that was the target of the pathologist's
curious knife. Upon insertion a trajectory of clear
cerebral spinal fluid arched upwards toward the
pathologist, glistening against those utilitarian
walls, crystalline in the light.
What is this jewel emerging from clay? And did
anyone else see? The pathologist jumped back,
having not expected this, and shuddered for the first
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time, wiping fluid from his face and shirt. Finally he
had been touched by this child. They all laughed,
nervously.

Night Vision
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“Inland Empire”
Was Britain’s character defined by its imperial
glory so large the sun never set? Or by its will
during the hardest times? Or could it perhaps have
been the way it treated those oppressed?
And how about this place? Are we to be known by
our self-congratulatory great victories or our
national shames? Will historians find these times of
institutionalized greed, divisive declamation and
shared amnesia to be the moment that we hastened
our descent into national oblivion? Our great
western running room—land of second chances
absorbing our discontent—seems to have run out.
The enemy has been sighted, looking strangely
familiar.
Red leaves turning brown;
letting go, coming to rest
amid dying roots.
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Fortress
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Ann Brantingham

“John and I have had many homes in the
Inland Empire. We’ve owned a couple and rented
several more. I suppose we’re vagabonds by nature.
One thing that has always been a constant is the
California sagebrush. Its aroma wafts through the
neighborhood in the early morning and late evening
hours so when we’re out for a walk or enjoying the
sunset, we smell it and know we’re home.”
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California sagebrush, Artemisia
californicus
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Jo Scott-Coe

Jo Scott-Coe is the author of two books,
Teacher at Point Blank (Aunt Lute) and MASS: A
Sniper, a Father, and a Priest (forthcoming from
Pelekinesis). Her nonfiction has appeared most
recently or is forthcoming in Tahoma Literary
Review, American Studies Journal, Cultural
Weekly, Talking Writing, Catapult, and Pacific
Coast Philology. Scott-Coe works as an associate
professor of English at Riverside City College,
where she was the 57th Distinguished Faculty
Lecturer last year.
###
“After living here for more than thirty years, I have
come to think that the Inland Empire is probably
one of the most underestimated territories of
Southern California. I am grateful to live, write, and
teach here.”
###
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“The White Profile”
(Editor’s note: story contains aspects of abuse)

Sometimes a face you know too well can
ambush you in strange places, zooming into sudden,
rotten focus. The familiarity of the profile shocks
you. It’s as if you’re party to a crime, a conspiracy.
The old joke comes to mind: No one expects the
Spanish Inquisition. No one expects the sociopath,
either. Until they do.
You swear there’s a sound first, a warning,
that subtle rasp off center stage, like a marble
circling the roulette wheel before popping towards
its chosen square, red or black. You know the face
watches the wheel to make fun for itself, and all
bets are off. #winning
Pale skin, always, and a shock of uncombed
why-bother blondish-brown hair. The brow comes
into focus with its familiar crook upwards (denial?
mockery?). The eyes like gouges from an Exacto
blade. You imagine they secrete oils rather than
water.
But this is the Staples with its red “easy”
button and you came here on errands, you are not
back in court. Were you assaulted physically or not?
Or what? You remember the crowbar against the
windshield, the late night phone calls, the
misspelled threats left on the door, the car of white
boys following you and your kid. Your name in the
paper (too sensitive). His name in the paper (just a
teenager). #notthatbad
He has allies, still. He doesn’t see you, still.
At this moment, shoulder-to-shoulder with another
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guy, poking at new printers. Cracking each other
up, somehow looking extra small in the fluorescent
light, amber-preserved at sixteen, seventeen. It has
been a decade. The same hands, made of jeers. He
has an iPhone now. He stabs into it with his thumbs.
Greedy, still: probably spending someone else’s
money. Pretending to be affable. Even the
salesclerk bows and nods, offering to fetch a
stepladder for reaching a top shelf.
Oh yes, would you? His voice as the clerk
slips away. He removes something from his mouth
and smashes the wad into a machine on display.
Piece of shit, you imagine he says to the other guy.
Their boyfaces are masks of gravity. There is no
laughter, yet there seems to be laughter. They have
pulled over another one. How many times a day? It
never gets old.
You have the bag in your hands. There’s just
the sliding glass door to get through, away from the
perfect shiny order of markers and reams of paper,
mailing envelopes and binders, toner and drums of
ink. He’s somewhere behind you now, looking
alabaster and harmless to the untrained eye among
the cheery display cartons tipped forward with an
abundance of solutions: Post-Its, paperclips,
staplers, highlighters, tape. Holding it all together,
marking for later use, convenient discovery,
storage, a return to order. #reminders
In the parking lot, a loose cart has drifted
towards your car, almost grazing it. From this angle,
the shape of the red grille reminds you of a branding
iron. You lock fingers into the grille. There is still
that subtle, probably imagined rasping sound—it
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makes you worry that you are turning paranoid.
You push the cart from the driver’s door, place
yourself into the car, and pull away from the
parking lot into the belly of the valley in a city that
is also part of a country. You are not surprised when
every green light turns yellow on the roads home.
###
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John Brantingham

John Brantingham has spent his life living
and teaching in the Inland Empire. All of his
favorite people live here and very few of his
enemies.
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“Crystal Cave”
I spend the summer teaching poetry and
fiction in Sequoia and Kings Canyon, where we
take student to see the forest and write about it. This
park exists as much below ground as above, and we
take each group on a tour of the cave. This time I
am the last of our group to walk into Crystal Cave,
the one cave on the mountain open to tourists. The
Sequoia Parks Conservancy opens this one cave to
give the public a sense of what exists below us
throughout the parks and leads tours through it. The
rooms are lit, but to help preserve the caves, the
lights go off behind us. I have been on this tour
maybe ten times, but I have never realized that
something follows us through the caves in the dark
after we pass through.
I look behind at one point and see in the
shadows a tall, lanky man, a near giant. He is thin
and has a little mustache. He has a shabby brown
suit, and he has taken off his hat. He watches me
silently. Since I am the last in line, I am the only
one to see him, and I realize that he is my
grandfather who died ten years before I was born.
He does not wave. He does not smile. He merely
stares and cocks his head.
My grandfather was a Quaker born to
Pennsylvania coal country. He had his wife and six
children, and watching them grow up, he realized
that if he stayed in this world, at least one of his
kids, and maybe all of them, would end up as a
miner, which is dangerous and tough work. Without
prospects or wealth, he uprooted his life and moved
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to Niagara, New York with the hope that his
children would have a good life.
From what I can tell, they all did. No one
knows what their lives might have been or if they
were truly happy, but what he hoped for happened,
and each one sought education and a better life.
Each one of them found it. I don’t know who I
would have been without that one decision, but at
the very least, if I had grown up in Pennsylvania, I
would not have spent so much of my childhood
wandering the High Sierra.
He was a quiet man too, given to the Quaker
principles of nonviolence, meditation, and
plainness. Because of this quality, as he watches
me, I don’t know what he is thinking. Silent men
are impossible to read. He might be confused. If he
doesn’t understand the context, perhaps he feels that
he completely failed. This is not a mine, but maybe
he doesn’t understand this. If it hadn’t been for him,
my life would might have been spent in the dark
dripping of the underworld.
Then again, he might understand completely
what I am doing and is proud of who I am. I am
bringing students to explore a world they would
never have encountered otherwise. That seems a
worthy goal, one a grandfather would approve of.
He might simply be wondering why I
haven’t reproduced. He was a man with six
children. I have none. I don’t know how he would
have felt about that. Maybe he’d be all right with
that. The problem is that in my mind, I have built
him into a mythic figure who sacrificed so that I
might have a better life. He certainly was that to
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some degree, but he might have also been a cruel
man who would have tortured me for not giving
him great grandchildren.
That’s what follows me through the
darkness. This man who gave me so much, and
whom I will never know. He is back there always,
and I feel his judgment whether he was judging me
or not.
In the darkness, under this earth, I feel the
judgment of all my ancestors. I can hear the
Quakers who fled England. I sometimes glimpse the
Irish who were nearly killed in the potato famine,
and I know my grandfather is there. I wonder in the
dark if I have added up to what they expected as
they left the world of their horrors for some place
new.
But the dead do not speak to me this
afternoon. They only watch from the dark corners
of this silent cave.
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By Elisa Lugo
Fin.
Merry Part
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